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Williams County Injury Crash

What: Injury Crash

Where: ND #50 – 2 miles east of Zahl, ND

When: Aug. 13, 2021 – 9:00 AM

Road Conditions: Good

Weather Conditions: Good - Sunny

Type of Crash: One vehicle rollover

Vehicle No. 1: 1998 Dodge Ram
Driver No. 1: Juvenile male – Grenora, ND
Restraints: no seatbelt used
Charges: Pending

NARRATIVE: Vehicle was traveling eastbound on ND #50 when the driver drifted onto the shoulder of the roadway. The driver overcorrected to the left and entered the westbound lane of travel. The vehicle entered the north ditch and overturned. The male juvenile driver was not wearing a seatbelt and was completely ejected. The driver was subsequently air lifted to Trinity hospital in Minot. The crash remains under investigation by the NDHP.

For More Information Contact:
Sgt. Kevin A. Huston
kahuston@nd.gov